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Bali Bombing Subterfuge 
Dear Duncan:  In 2002 on the

night of the explosion at the Sari
Club at Kuta, Bali, Jakarta Post
executive editor Robert S.
Finnegan (a former USMC
NCO) sent his team of
journalists and photographers to
the ground-zero site to record
the event that had transpired,
capture the images of horror,
take soil samples and archive
everything that was going on. 

What they found was
absolutely incredible.  The
evidence and eyewitness
testimonies and even the
photographs were uncovering a
web of CIA involvement in the
terrible tragedy.  They
discovered that the Sari Club
device was much more
"technical and sophisticated"
than the device Amrozi and
Samudra had been charged with
using.

The US Ambassador to
Indonesia and close associate of
George W. Bush, Ralph Boyce,
was absolutely furious.  He
seized all the evidence the
Jakarta Post team had collected,
effectively terminated the
newspaper's investigation and
had the entire Jakarta Post team
fired from their positions—
including Finnegan, who also
had his visa cut, therefore
rendering him unable to stay in
the country further.  Despite
this, to this day he and his
Jakarta Post team of journalists
still continue their investigations
in secret, in undisclosed
locations around the globe.

In January 2007, I managed to
track down one of these
reporters in Switzerland.  He had
uncovered the fact that the flight
log books at Bali's Ngurah Rai
Airport had been tampered with.
After a very interesting
interview, he connected me with
Mr Finnegan and thus began a
12-month-long research quest
which culminated in the
intention to release information
for Indonesian and ultimately
Australian consumption.

For more on the truth about
the Bali bombings, see http://
ozboyfile.realrepublic.com.

Kind regards, 
Steve, Australia

Dreams of Asteroid Disaster 
Hello Duncan:  I don't know if

you will take seriously what I
am about to say.  It might even
sound a little out there, but from
reading NEXUS I presume that
you are open about things.
Well, here it goes.

I have been having dreams
(strong dreams, mind you) about
something big hitting Earth and
causing a lot of problems (at
first I thought these were just
some weird fantasies).  

The way the dream goes is
that I  am sitt ing on my bed
watching TV.  I hear the local
flood sirens going off.  It feels
weird as it feels all so real.  I
turn back to the TV and a news
broadcaster is looking a little
uncomposed and talking to
someone important, saying that
they don't  know where it  is
going to hit and that countries
and people are panicking.  There
are quick screen shots from
cities with people acting crazy.
I sit there, trying to get a grip.  Is
this real?  I go outside and the
sky looks strange, like it is on
fire as though all the clouds have
burnt away, red, orange and
black.  "We are dead," I hear in
the background.  I wake up,
getting my bearings.  

These dreams have become
more frequent and more intense
in vividness.  I have the feeling
that there are people out there
now who know about this
impending disaster and refuse to
tell the general public.  But then
if they did, would  that change
what is going to happen?
Should people be let to live in
ignorant bliss of impending
doom? 

I have had other dreams that
have come about and have
kicked myself for not telling
others about them.

My question or request is to
you, Duncan:  has anyone else
apart from me said something

along similar lines?  I have the
feeling this is going to be a big
event to happen within the next
three years.  Maybe it can
explain why the weather is
going haywire.  (I personally
don't believe in the political
global warming spin.)  I hope
this does not happen because it
is not just going to affect only
one country but the whole
world.

Pete, Australia
[Dear Pete:  Thanks for

taking the time to share your
dream.  You ask whether others
are having similar dreams, and
my answer is an emphatic
"Yes!"—especially over the last
few months.  I hope to get
permission to print one such
vision, which involves a very
large earthquake off the coast of
China in late June/early July
this year—a 9.9 on the Richter
scale.  Ed.]

Pyramid Construction Insight
Hello Duncan:  Your

magazine is a breath of freedom
in a world where most media are
under strict control, and I know
many people who appreciate it.
An old friend of mine stated
recently:  "Well, they can lock
me away in isolation so long as
they give me NEXUS magazine
to read."  

My own work is not being
acknowledged by the mass
media to any extent that it
deserves, thus I have to battle
on.  I have given an interview on
local ABC radio and am on
Fairfax Digital where my story
has been in the top ratings every
day since 12 September 2007.

Let me explain.  In 2006, over
the weekend of 26 and 27
August, I was researching
Egyptian pyramid construction
for a university assignment.  At
the time I was well aware of
what Herodotus of
Halicarnassus documented
concerning Egyptian pyramid
construction.  It was late
afternoon on the Sunday that I
found myself immersed in
chapter six, "Tools and Their
Application", of Dieter Arnold's

Building in Egypt:  Pharaonic
Stone Masonry , when two lots
of information suddenly merged,
providing me the insight to a
startling revelation which put me
into a mental and physical state
of real shock, forcing me to lie
on my bed and relax for about
half an hour while concentrating
on returning my breathing to
normal rate. 

I had just discovered an
ancient type of pulley hitherto
unknown in the modern world
that suddenly explained many
things to me, even beyond the
pyramids.  

My trade of mechanical fitting
coupled with numerous
engineering studies and ancient
history each played their part,
combining to produce a dramatic
explosion of breathtaking
knowledge such as I have never
experienced before or since.  

From that moment I was, and
still am, thoroughly convinced,
as to how the Egyptian pyramids
(namely, Sneferu's Red Pyramid
at Saqqara and those on the Giza
Plateau) were built. 

Feedback from people who
have read my work is
overwhelmingly supportive and
positive.  My work, if I may be
so modest, is the "Ockham's
razor" or lex parsimoniae of the
Egyptian pyramid-building
technique for which many
people have long been searching
and yearning.  My website is
http://www.haitheory.com. 

Best regards,
Paul Hai, Mount Isa,

Queensland, Australia, email
haitheory@gmail.com

Wikipedia Bias on Big Pharma 
Dear Duncan:  Thank you for

running the important article on
Wikipedia bias (vol. 14, no. 6).
We in the alternative healthcare
community have noted that this
bias is especially severe with
regard to advanced healthcare
therapies that are not part of the
Big Pharma agenda.  The author
is correct that there is a "sceptic"
(and "Quackwatch") posse that
uses Wikipedia to denigrate
advanced therapies.
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We see the same gang using
sophisticated interweavings of
Wiki articles, web rings and
other online techniques to
"control" information about
complementary and alternative
modalities (CAM) in ways that
harm the public but help Big
Pharma.  There is some evidence
that PR firms with close
corporate connections are
behind this abuse of the Internet,
as WikiScanner shows.

This attack coordinates with
the efforts of Big Pharma
through Codex Alimentarius and
the North American Union
(similar to attacks in the
European Union, Australia and
New Zealand) to prevent the
public from receiving truthful
and not misleading information
about nutrients and their value in
preventing the many diseases of
undernutrition and malnutrition:
diabetes, cancer, heart disease
and so on.  

A number of people in the
advanced healthcare community
in the US are seeking to
establish alternatives to these
tainted media, and good
alternative information can be
found on websites such as the
Institute for Health Research
(www.inhere.org) and the
Natural Solutions Foundation
( w w w . g l o b a l h e a l t h f r e e d o m . o r g ) ,
so we urge NEXUS readers to
look out for important initiatives
in this area in 2008, especially
with Dr Ron Paul's strong
support for healthcare freedom
of choice, the Global Health
Freedom site being especially
important in this regard.

Ralph Fucetola, JD, The
V i t a m i n L a w y e r . c o m
Consultancy, USA, website
http://www.vitaminlawyer.com

Punishment for Speaking Out
Dear Duncan: My sincere

apologies for my last-minute
pullout as a guest speaker at
your recent NEXUS Conference
and for the inconvenience it
must have caused you.  As you
k n o w , it was way outside my
control, and just yesterday [27

November 2007] I got out of
prison.

I went to court on a minor
traffic infringement, on 1 2
October 2007, that netted a $100
fine. I was then arrested and
handcuffed, not read my rights,
s t r i p s e a r c h e d , had my shoes,
socks and belt removed, w a s
not shown any paperwork or
charge sheet and not allowed a
phone call.  I was s p e c i f i c a l l y
not allowed to contact a lawyer
or even arrange for someone to
pick up my children from
school.

I was secreted in front of the
same magistrate who was kindly
"staying back in his lunch hour,
just to try my case".  They had
already discussed bail and
refused it in my absence.
Without my permission, the
court appointed a solicitor t o
represent me and this prevented
me from speaking in my
defence in court. Twice I
asked if I could speak and was
twice denied permission.

I ended up receiving a six-
month prison sentence and two
years' loss of licence on
completely trumped-up
nonsense including contempt of
c o u r t . I was featured in the
Gold Coast Bulletin 's "Shame
File" under "Drink Driving",
even though I was never
breathalised or charged with this
and am actually a non-drinker.

I am now awaiting charge
sheets and court transcripts.
Fortunately, I was released after
serving one month.

The crazy thing is that I was
debating with my publisher John
Bannister (Joshua Books) just
the week before the traffic
i n c i d e n t about whether F r i t z
Springmeier's story could
possibly be true. As you would
know, Fritz wrote Bloodlines of
the Illuminati and other
Illuminati exposés and is
currently serving time.  His wife
says he was framed for armed
robbery. I had trouble believing
this sort of thing was possible.  I
now know differently.

I am a university graduate, a
long-term Rotarian, self-

employed, the director of four
companies, a life member of
Tattersall's Club and a board
member of the Royal Brisbane
Hospital's fundraising
committee.  I am a single dad
with three children at private
schools.  I don't drink or smoke,
do drugs or cause trouble, except
t o reveal the findings of my
archaeological research as an
author.

I don't want to push any
conspiracy theory, D u n c a n .
However, my next book, T e a r s
in Heaven, really rattles some
chains and will piss off some
very high-level people. I had
spent hours preparing my
NEXUS talk based on much of
this research. I was very
effectively prevented from
presenting it.

I was quizzed about "hating
the Queen" by the arresting
officer, and again several times
in the watchhouses—which
certainly indicates s o m e h o w
they were referring to my
writing.  I  was held t o t a l l y
incommunicado in custody f o r
nine days without being
allowed a phone call until the
day after my planned N E X U S
talk, then right after that,
without notice, was transferred
to a prison farm early the next
morning.

N a t u r a l l y , we are s e e k i n g
retribution at the highest level.  

Thank you for your support
and understanding, Duncan, and,
again, my apologies for your
inconvenience and that of the
attendees.

Regards always,
Ian Ross Vayro, Queensland,

Australia 
[Dear Ian:  Apologies

accepted.  You'll be pleased to
know that we've reviewed your
new book in this edition.  Ed.]

Evidence for Giants
Hi Duncan:  My name is

Patrick Cooke and, by way of
introduction, I am a contributing
writer for UFO Digest and Alien
Seeker News. I am contacting
you concerning an article which
appeared in your vol. 12, no. 4,

2005 issue, under "The Twilight
Zone". The Contents page intro
reads:  "This issue includes a
1535 account of an expedition
into the depths of the mysterious
Breitenwinner Cave". In this
account, Buchner speaks of
giant human bones, huge skulls,
statues and ghosts in the cave.

I have recently made contact
with a man named Danny
(surname held on request), a
combat photographer who
recently explored the
Breitenwinner Cave. In 2003, I
posted the same 1535 account of
that cave, which you published
in 2005, in the "Giants" section
on my website, The Bible UFO
Connection (http://www.
b i b l e u f o . c o m / ) . On 8
November of this year [2007], I
received an email from Danny,
which reads:

"You wrote of Breitenwinner
Cave in Bavaria. I just got out
of the Army and was stationed at
the Joint Multinational Training
Center, now known as the Joint
Multinational Readiness Center,
a NATO training facility which
now surrounds this cave."

He went on to say:  "Two
friends also stationed here and
myself accidentally stumbled
across this cave which was
located near what we call
Checkpoint 35; those ever
stationed here will know where
that is. We had a video camera
with us and found thousands of
bones that were of huge
proportion."

I was able to get Danny on the
air within 24 hours to reveal his
exploration, and the paradigm
has been gaining exposure ever
since on talk shows and in
several other sources.

I have created a website
dedicated to this emerging story:
h t t p : / / w w w . c a v e l o r e . c o m / . A l l
current information about this
story can be found on that
website, including a video of
Danny's exploration and audio
interviews.

Thank you,
Patrick Cooke, USA
[Dear Patrick:  Interesting!  I

look forward to more news.  Ed.]

... more Letters to the Editor
NB: Please keep letters to
approx. 150 to 250 words 

in length.  Ed.


